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MAIL BY RAIL (from LEUZIGEN)

FRED HOADLEY

Continuing the theme of the Swiss Central Railway (Schweizerische Centralbahn, SCB) featured on the cover page
of the March 2018 Newsletter, here is another document that presents a challenge. A folded letter sent from
Leuzigen in the Seeland district of Canton Bern and posted at Solothurn on 9 th August 1863 for onward transit by
rail to the city of Bern. The positioning of postmarks on this document raises questions:
First, there was no post office at Leuzigen until
1870 and mail was taken to the nearest office at
Solothurn, 8km distant. Solothurn cancelled the
document on 9th August applying the cds to the
reverse. Why? It should have been struck across
the adhesive on the front, indicating acceptance.
The document was then accepted on the BernAarau TPO on 10th August, with the cds struck on
both front and reverse. This is unusual because it
suggests the cds was used as both an acceptance
(despatch) mark and as a transit mark.
Finally, why did the document travel on the BernAarau TPO heading away from its intended destination? It should have been taken on board the Aarau-Bern TPO
travelling towards Bern. So, put on the wrong train seems the most obvious answer. Comments and suggestions
welcome, via the Editor please.
'Post A Letter'

EDITOR

More good news for the next generation of postal historians. 'Post A Letter' is a private initiative which, through a
socially active club, brings together people from across the globe to write letters. The local clubs' members meet
together to create handwritten letters and cards which they post to other members, etc. The chief objectives are
to inspire people to write more letters and promote the art of handwriting and calligraphy. There are currently
'Post A Letter' clubs/groups in Switzerland, Germany, Denmark, New Zealand, Canada and Japan.
Other news relevant to this initiative - some researchers in Germany have found that there has been a renaissance
in interest in handwritten messages, particularly among the younger generation; many of whom believe that they
transmit more emotion to the receiver than telecommunicated messages. (Source: article in SwissPost's
'Newsroom')
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ALISON ENTERTAINS/TRANSMITTING MAIL IN WORLD WAR II (PART 1)
ALISON KILPATRICK
The main speaker at our Southern Region Group's meeting in October last year was our Packet Secretary, Alison
Kilpatrick, who lived up to the promise in the title of her presentation: 'Alison Entertains'. A report of her display is
set out below. The Society wishes to thank Charles LaBlonde and the AHPS for enabling it to include
supplementary information authored by Charles and previously published in 'Tell' and the AHPS's book 'Philately of
Switzerland'.
Introduction
Alison emphasised that she collected for enjoyment – in particular the “pleasure of the chase” for elusive material
even though her researches were always discovering yet more “gaps” in her collection. Alison's father is a keen
collector and she first became fascinated with philately when discovering a missing 't' on a British Christmas
stamp. She soon became bowled over with the subjects and beauty of the Swiss charity stamps and began to
collect those Pro Juventute items which she found particularly attractive – PJ stamps, booklets, sets of postal
stationery cards, unstamped cards (preferably in their original envelopes) and even PJ 'phone cards. Her favourites
were the, so called, PJ “Brieflis” i.e. small “ladies-size”, unstamped envelopes with an attractive vignette,
containing an exquisite small picture card or letter sheet. A new design was issued each year from 1926 to 1961,
their demise possibly being related to the introduction of mail sorting machines which could not cope with such
small covers. She was greatly helped in her collecting when she discovered Herbert Schad's little, profusely
illustrated catalogue of all things “PJ Briefli 1926-1960” containing details and pictures of all PJ machine slogan
cancels.
Although, she is still trying to “fully complete” her “standard collections” of Pro Juventute items and Stamp Day
cards and covers, fairly early on in her collecting life she began to come across and be attracted to “unusual
items”. Starting with Postage Due covers with invalid PJ stamps, she soon discovered 'War-time Mail', including a
PJ briefli card censored by the SS and a cover from Switzerland to Germany where the censor had obeyed the
sender's request written on the front: “Please do not cover the charity stamps” by cutting the tape around them.
Having introduced her audience to her collecting habits with a beautiful five-frame display of colourful and very
arty charity items, in a further 16 plus frames Alison proceeded to explain to them the pleasures and complexities
of 'Censored Mail' and one particular aspect of 'War-time Mail' – correspondence sent through Undercover
Addresses.
Transmitting Mail to and from Switzerland in World War II
This has proved to be a very challenging subject. Complexities include the wide range of origins and destinations
of the mail, the changes in the routes used, including the ports and airports, depending on the circumstances of
the War and changes in the various postal rates and censorship arrangements. There is a lot of social history in the
messages. It would be particularly interesting to find out why certain items of correspondence had been censored
or not forwarded/confiscated.
Swiss Censorship of Mail during World War II
The Swiss have a tradition of neutrality and protecting privacy so were never keen to introduce censorship, unless
absolutely necessary. They were also concerned that censorship would slow down mail delivery. Despite this there
is some evidence that there was a small amount of clandestine mail censorship by the Swiss authorities prior to
1940. (Alison showed examples to Greece in 1938 and to Australia in 1939).
Official censorship of mail in Switzerland of both outgoing and incoming military internee mail and (presumably
Swiss) consular and embassy mail began on 26 th June 1940. This was primarily brought about because the Swiss
were afraid that their neutrality would be questioned (particularly by Germany) if internees in Swiss camps
plotted sabotage or spread propoganda in other countries or escaped from the camps.
All ingoing and outgoing mail to/from internees passed through the internment camp directors. At first a military
policeman visited the camps daily to carry out the censorship. On 15 th February 1941 this role was transferred to
the police section of the territorial militia. Censorship was the responsibility of the Swiss Army Department of
Information located in an old cavalry barracks in Bern-Bollwerk.
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At first, such mail was censored and simply stamped 'Feldpostdirektion' (Army Mail Service Administration). The
red mark (shown on the postcard below) changed to 'Zuzustellen-Feldpostdirektion' (To be delivered by the Army
Field Post Direction).
Following the introduction of mail censorship the Swiss censors began using resealing tape, a small purple rubber
stamp with a 3-digit number indicating which inspector censored the mail and a second rubber stamp reading
'Zuzustellen-Feldpostdirektion'. The first resealing tape read 'Opened - Military Censor' in German, French and
Italian. In 1944 the wording was changed to 'Opened – Censorship service for Internee Mail' also in three
languages (see examples of the two tape types below).
In practice, only about 60% of the mail was thought to have been censored. They were keen to censor interned
Allied military personnel, particularly Poles; but it was rare to find inbound private or commercial mail or
outbound commercial mail being censored. The mail of escaped POWs (“Evades”) living in the internment camps
was officially exempted from censorship.

Postcard with picture of Fiesch mit Finsteraarhorn with the 'Zuzustellen-Feldpostdirektion' mark and purple Swiss censor number 331.
Alison is still searching for a complete 'Zuzustellen....' mark.

Left: Example on cover of the initial two rubber stamps and the 'Ouvert-Censure militaire' white resealing tape in three languages used
up to 1944.
Right: Example of the white resealing tapes in three languages, including the new tape introduced in 1944 on the back of the cover. Also
censor mark 341 on the front.

Postcard Censorship
One interesting area of censorship was on the publication of photographs of strategic military areas. The Federal
Council decreed on 10th October 1939, that a permit from the Censor's Office was required to publish
photographs of any place in Switzerland to prevent the use of such photographs by the enemy in an invasion.
Approved photographers had to print their permit number on each published item, usually on postcards and
postal stationery cards. The format of these notations was 'NNNN BRB 3.10.1939' for German area cards where
'NNNN' is the permit number and the clearance date. In French-speaking areas the 'BRB' was replaced by the
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French equivalent 'ACF', and in the Italian-speaking areas 'DCF'. Furthermore, all name signs were removed at the
entrance to villages, as were the distance indications and names on signs along roads.

Left: Postcard of Tschiertschen Graubunden 1,400 metres posted 29 th December 1952 with the permit number 1116 'BRB' printed on the
left edge.
Right: Postal stationery card with a panoramic view of Basel. The censor's clearance mark 2042 BRB 3.10.1939. is printed to the left of
the picture.
n.b. The card on the previous page also has a BRB red censor's illustration clearance mark with permit number 1217 (3.10.1939).

Maintaining Routes for Mail To and From Switzerland
During World War II, as a neutral country, the Swiss authorities took careful steps to organise the delivery of mail
to and from the country – ensuring that they were not isolated from the chaotic world around them. They
designated “assembly points and shipping post offices” for mail entering the international postal network. In
these locations the outbound mail was collected, sorted, bagged, tagged and shipped by air, train or boat. As the
War evolved the routes, modes of transport and locations of the shipping offices were changed according to
circumstances. Full details of the various, often complicated, systems was set out in the PTT's 'Amtsblatt' (Postal
Bulletin) published monthly throughout the War.
Foreign correspondence, in and out, became scarce at the outbreak of war between Germany and GB on 3 rd
September 1939. Initially surface mail for the west departed Switzerland through the Basel 2 post office via ports
in Italy, Great Britain, France or The Netherlands. By December 1939, as a result of German advances, only Italy
(then, still neutral) remained as a viable European routing option. Airmail for the west reached Lisbon, the capital
of a fellow neutral country, via the Chiasso 2 post office by rail to Rome and then by air via Ala Vittoria (later
Alitalia). In April 1940, to accelerate airmail to Lisbon, Swissair inaugurated two new flights from Locarno, one to
Rome and one to Barcelona. By June 1940 these flights were terminated as Italy took up arms and Germany
invaded neighbouring countries, occupying the Low Countries and signing an armistice with France. Switzerland
temporarily halted outbound mail, returning it to the senders.
Throughout the War Switzerland tried to avoid having its mail censored by foreign powers. The censorship
avoidance policy often dictated the routing used for mail. For a while after May 1940 they sent outbound mail
through unoccupied Vichy France via Geneva 1 post office to Cerbere on the Spanish border and on to Lisbon. This
was the last route by which the Swiss could escape censorship of their mail abroad. The Swiss and foreign
correspondents continued to find the “least risk” routing of mail in and out of Switzerland. Major disruption and
changes of routes and systems were needed when the USA entered the War in December 1941 and again in
November 1942 when the Germans occupied France to reduce the risk of attack from Allied troops assembled in
Africa.
The Germans directed the suspension of mail from Switzerland to the west between 11 th November 1942 to 21st
January 1943. They opened a new censorship office in Paris for surface mail between Switzerland and Lisbon and
censored all inbound and outbound Swiss airmail in Berlin. (Some of the Paris censor marks on cover are very
small, difficult to spot and particularly rare.) They also gradually choked off Swissair flying privileges to Berlin, by
March 1943 restricting flights into Germany from Zürich to land only at Stuttgart. An additional office was needed,
sited first in Bordeaux and moved to Nancy in November 1943. By 1943 the amount of mail that was censored
was very considerable. The Germans were becoming increasingly edgy and the Allies were searching for money
laundering schemes, etc. After the surrender of Italy in September 1943 Swiss mail arriving in Stuttgart was
transported by Lufthansa for censorship in Berlin and then on to Lisbon if its final destination was GB or the USA.
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The daily Zürich to Stuttgart flight was terminated on 16th August 1944. Airmail for the west was then sent by rail
for censorship in Berlin via Munich. As the German internal transport system disintegrated, the Swiss sought
alternative mail routes, setting up a short-lived truck service from Geneva to Port Bou on the Mediterranean, then
on to Barcelona for a flight to Lisbon. Their next solution was a new service by rail to Berlin and then on by air
(Lufthansa) to Stockholm where it was flown by the Swedish airline ABA to Leuchars, Perth or Aberdeen.
In 1944 ABP Frankfurt censor office was moved to ABP Munich (mail from Switzerland through and into Germany
passed through these offices). By that time, the Germans were becoming less strict on how they undertook mail
censorship, whilst the UK were still insisting on 100% of mail passing through the censor offices.
Finally in mid-December 1944 the mail routes across the English Channel were reopened, first for surface mail –
for GB and the world at large. Airmail services were resumed in stages – on 30 th July 1945 Swissair and Air France
commenced workday services from both Geneva and Zürich to Paris for connection to Air France flights to
London. Swissair commenced direct air services from Zürich to London on 29th September 1945 and from Geneva
to London on 5th November 1945. Some countries continued censorship of mail in some form well after the end of
the War – Austria did not end censorship until 1955.
Alison showed examples of mail from Switzerland being censored by the British in Bermuda and Trinidad and by
the Germans in ABP Frankfurt and later Berlin, including examples of covers to Canada, Trieste and Syria.
Censorship of mail between Switzerland and the USA
Prior to the commencement of war between Germany and France/G.B., Pan American Airways had inaugurated a
service from Marseille to New York via Lisbon and Horta in the Azores on 25 th May 1939. Swiss air mail travelled by
rail to Marseille from the Lausanne 2 and Geneva 1 designated post offices. In the summer of 1939 PAA began
flying a route from Southampton to New York via Foynes (Ireland), Botwood (Newfoundland) and Shediac (New
Brunswick). Imperial Airways Ltd. began serving the same route in August 1939. Both routes were abandoned
after the start of the War. The USA was then neutral and moved its European destination to neutral Lisbon.
Until the attack on Pearl Harbour in December 1941 most Swiss surface mail from Lisbon was carried on neutral
U.S. ships. When the U.S. entered the War its ships were needed elsewhere and the Swiss chartered ships to carry
mail from Lisbon to the West. At the same time Pan American Airways, at the request of President Roosevelt,
opened a new route across the Atlantic from Miami to Leopold in the Belgian Congo – the so-called “Two Ocean
Mail”.
In November 1942 the Allies began to counter attack in earnest, with the invasion of North Africa on 8 th November
(Operation Torch). This made the Germans nervous about possible landings in the south of France so they
occupied Vichy France on 11th November 1942. Switzerland's last window to the outside world was closed. The
Germans started to censor mail through France and the Swiss stopped all mail at the border that would have been
transited through France.
In 1942 Trans-Atlantic routes from Switzerland to the USA opened up via censors in Bermuda. At that time there
was considerable confusion over the exact Pan-American Airways (PAA) trans-Atlantic routes and schedules. The
Swiss Postal Bulletin during the War, entitled 'Communications postales avec l'etrangere par voies de terre, de
mer et des airs' showed PAA flying either the original southern route (via Bermuda) or the new southern route (via
Bolama Island off Guinea-Bissau and Trinidad) in July.
For Tuesdays and Saturdays in August through to November Bermuda was the only published route of choice. But
the December route was once again the new Southern route due to the weather in the Atlantic. There is an
exception of a short period between the 20 th and 25th August (1 or 2 flights) when the 'I.E.' censor mark of Trinidad
appears.
Illustration left on next page: Airmail letter (front and back) posted in Wil (St.Gallen) on the 24 th August 1942, the route box '4g –
Geneva'. GB censor label 'P.C. 90 Examiner 8049' based in Trinidad, with stamped code for Trinidad 'IE/-'

On 21st January 1943, the PTT announced officially that mail (but not registered mail, for “security reasons”) was
once again being accepted. The announcement stated “Letters to the formally unoccupied part of France, Spain,
Portugal, GB and those overseas lands that receive mail via Lisbon may again be sent.”
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Right Top: Cover posted on the first day of the resumption of the mail service 21.1.43, sent from Zürich to New York with a Bermuda
censor label P. C. 90 EXAMINER 3939 hand written I.C.
Right Below: Cover posted on 8 th February 1943 in Zürich, censored by the Germans in Paris (x) and an American EXAMINER 5185, but no
British censor. The Swiss transported some mail by chartered ships during WW II. Could this cover have gone surface mail on a Swiss ship
that had been sailing directly from Genoa (and Lisbon?) to North America? Due to the volume of mail arriving in Trinidad after the mail
stoppage awaiting censorship was it missed?

Mail from Switzerland to GB
Following the Germans' occupation of Vichy France on 11 th November 1942 the treatment of mail depended on
where it was trapped. Following the subsequent official announcement on the 21 st January 1943 by the PTT that
mail was once again being accepted mail that had been returned during December 1942 and January 1943 was
reposted without paying postage again. Swissair flew on a daily basis from Zürich via Stuttgart to Berlin and
Lufthansa flew from Berlin via Stuttgart, Barcelona and Madrid to Lisbon also daily. An example to GB via German
censors is shown left below.

Left: Letter from Morges to Lutterworth GB posted on 12 th December 1942 stamped 'Return to Sender Postal Service Suspended' was
reposted on 23rd January 1943 without further charge. Sealed by machine on the left-hand side with the early 1943 German tape with
ridges. The tape is overprinted and tied to the cover with red machine text 'Geoffnet/(b)(Berlin) OKW' with the eagle and wreathed
swastika. The German Registry Number 6877, in blue indelible pencil, is the identification number of the official who handled the mail
prior to examinatioin and who decided which mail should be examined and in which section. The envelope has a chemical wash to
detect invisible writing. GB censor label 'P.C.90P EXAMINER 9836' based in London.
Right: Registered letter from Basle to Dublin cancelled on 15 th September 1943, 'uber-via' cachet scored out. Dublin back stamp 20 th
October 1943. German censor – Ab indicates that the letter had been examined but not opened; A = Auslandbriefpruffestelle – Foreign
Mail Examination Office; b = Berlin. U.K. Censor – P.C. 90 label. Irish censor – S.P.1 with single line (An) SCR ÚDÓIR D'OSCAIL = opened by
censor.
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Claude joined our Society in 1967. He was Vice – Chairman from
1976 to 1993; Chairman between 1993 and 2008; President
thereafter until his death in February this year, aged 86.
These basic statistics give only a minimal perspective on a man
who was devoted to the Swiss philately and to our Society for over
50 years. He was a pillar of the London Group of the Society, and
fought for a long time to keep it going. When the Southern Group
was formed he supported it fully, attending whenever he could,
despite poor health in the latter years. He was Chairman when the
proposal was put in 2006 to have an annual National Meeting;
despite having reservations, he gave his blessing to the idea, and it
has become an event of immense value to us.
His Swiss philatelic interests were many and varied. He knew an
astounding amount about Swiss air mail in all its forms – special
flights, their pilots and planes used. Other strong interests of his
were in Swiss military mail, Liechtenstein, the city of Geneva, and Pro Juventute cards.
To all who came into contact with him, he was the perfect gentleman – always courteous and made newcomers
feel very welcome at meetings. He was very proud of his Swiss ancestry – from the Biel/Bienne area – and always
travelled on his Swiss passport. He was often asked to propose a vote of thanks to the exhibitors/speakers at our
meetings – a task which he undertook with great gravitas and outstanding memory, without notes, of what
displays had been witnessed at that meeting. We will miss him greatly.
NEWS OF OTHER MEMBERS
The Society has been notified of the death of our member from Hampshire, Allan Johnstone. Allan was a well
known collector in that area and our sympathies go out to his family and friends
Our long-serving member Ken Reeves is back home again and feeling much better, after a 4-month stint in
hospital following angina attacks. He was touched by the get-well messages received from the Society as well as
from individual members. He wishes to thank everyone through the Newsletter as he is unable to reply
individually.
THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING AND AGM 2018

NEVILLE NELDER, SECRETARY

The National Meeting will be held on Saturday 21 st and Sunday 22nd April 2018 in the Holiday Inn, Nottingham. The
Society's AGM will take place at the venue during the Sunday morning session. If you can only come on one of the
days then there are opportunities to do so – further details from our Treasurer, Norton Wragg Tel. 01625 613654
Email: treasurer@swiss-philately.co.uk If you have not attended one of our meetings before you can be assured that
you will be made most welcome. We look forward to seeing you there.
FORTHCOMING MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY'S REGIONAL GROUPS
Southern Group: All-day meetings held at “The Three Crowns” pub at Whaddon nr. Salisbury, just off the A36,
postcode SP5 3HB, from 10.30 to 4.00. Tea/coffee and lunch provided. The next meetings will be on 2 nd June
(theme to be decided) and on 20 th October (NOT 13th as previously advertised) when Eric Gill will be our main
speaker on the subject of 'Charity Stamps'. Further details and a map are available from Werner Gattiker (email werner@swisstamps.co.uk), tel. 01273 842 135.
Northern Group: The next meeting will take place on Saturday 7th April at 2pm at Corporation Mill, Sowerby
Bridge. Topic: 'Members' Choice'. For further details contact: David Hope - tel. 0161 3030091.
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BOB MEDLAND

For a 100 years or so there has been agreement between different countries’ postal organisations – doubtless
ratified by the UPU somewhere – as to what happens if stamps on letters sent abroad are not cancelled owing to
oversight. Logic - and a postal regulation somewhere or other - dictates that on arrival stamps have been used,
served their purpose and that they should not be used again. Fair enough. But the postal authority of the
destination country is not permitted to cancel another country’s stamps with normal postmarks so how could
such potential misuse be prevented? The answer is that stamps should be annulled on arrival by the destination
postal administration using a ‘dumb’ or ‘blind’ cancel. In Switzerland these have been in use since at least the
1880s and comprise either a couple of concentric rings or a set of wavy lines – and nothing else.
In recent years Royal Mail had become lax in doing this and I found letters were arriving quite often with
uncancelled stamps. And - heaven forbid - they could have been soaked off and used again if returned to the
originating country, albeit in contravention of postal regulations. In the last year or so I have noticed that there
has been a tightening-up on this potentially huge loss of revenue. Local sorting offices have been issued with
dumb cancellers comprising five wavy lines (or seagulls, if you like) and these have been put to good use – or in
their absence, un-cancelled stamps have simply been defaced using a ball-point pen. No one can justifiably
complain about this and covers with stamps annulled in such a way are postal history in the making, of course. But
it seems that there has been a degree of over-zealousness on the part of Royal Mail. On several occasions recently
I have received envelopes with perfectly cancelled stamps but some cancel-happy sorting office employee has
‘killed’ them with the additional strike of the dumb canceller. The cover shown above is a “good” example.
Given that postal administrations are still keen to promote stamp collecting – or, at least, the sales of
commemorative stamps – it is both a great pity and counter-productive for Royal Mail to allow lovely stamps to be
defaced unnecessarily. Perhaps I should complain?
NEWS FROM AMERICA

EDITOR

Plenty of information and entertainment in the second edition of 'Tell' this year*, including our Bob Medland's
fascinating letter. You will notice that our “cousins” take competitive philately much more seriously than we seem
to. It would nice to think we too could put together a winning Society/Team entry for an event in the U.K.! - we
certainly have the quality of material necessary.
The results of their readers' survey were interesting, particularly the subjects requested for future articles. Like
me, they seem to have difficulty in persuading members to write articles for the journal. I would love to hear from
you with your suggestions for improving our Newsletter – particularly your ideas about future subject matter. Oh,
and by the way, I found their Treasurer's Report “interesting”! - even 'though I have been aware for many years of
the huge gap between the level of our two Society's resource pools.
If you can, please take advantage of the opportunity to meet some of the AHPS members at NABA in Lugano this
year – they are a great bunch of people – very knowledgeable and ultra-friendly.
*sent to all our members who receive our Newsletter electronically; also available to read from our Librarian.
ADDENDA - Apologies to those who received the March edition of the Newsletter by mail for reversing the
illustrations above the captions for Figs. 1 and 2 in the article: 'Competition for Transmitting Messages and
Information'. The notice on the Annual National Meeting in the February edition (Page 19) should have read: “at
the Holiday Inn in Nottingham” and not the Hilton.
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DOMODOSSOLA PARCEL CARD FROM THE 1911 ROME EXHIBITION

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

BOB MEDLAND

Fig. 3

Parcel cards and Swiss postal agencies in Italy have been mentioned several times in the Newsletter in recent
years. Some time back I acquired this 1911 ‘Bulletin d’Expedition’ parcels card (Figure 1) that bears a
Domodossola date stamp, among others. This indicated that the package was transferred from Italian to Swiss
postal systems by the Swiss parcels exchange office in that Italian town. More unusual perhaps is the originating,
private hand-stamp (enlarged at Figure 2), likewise the contents of the associated package which were described
as “stamp brochures claimed free at the entrance” (whatever those were) being returned to the Wagons Lit
company in Ostende. What was all this about? Perhaps inevitably my research on the internet led me off at quite
a tangent, particularly as I have a side-interest in Italian history.
In 1911 there were two ‘world fairs’ held to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Unification of Italy, both of
which were huge undertakings with many pavilions built by the participating
countries. The ‘International Exhibition of Art’ was held in Rome from March to
October. The extent of construction work for the pavilions was extraordinary (Figure
3), given that much of it was demolished after the event. Unfortunately the
exhibition was a financial disaster, partly owing to bad weather that year and partly
owing to an outbreak of cholera.
Further searching on the internet unearthed some wonderful examples of
design/artwork for the posters and postcards created for the event (Figure 4). The
brightest and most dramatic example of contemporary artwork on an advertising
poster is unfortunately a little too artistic/risqué to permit its reproduction in this
esteemed publication but for those who are intrigued it can be found easily by
searching on Google. We are all familiar with stamps and postal history associated
with the Swiss national exhibitions so I would be fascinated to know if anyone has
found similar items associated with this ill-fated exhibition held by Switzerland’s southern neighbours .

Fig. 4

FOCUS ON STAMPS AND SWISS POST OPERATIONS
EDITOR
SwissPost have reminded me that their archive which includes all the the older editions of 'Focus on Stamps' in
English can be found on their website: https://www.magazine-focus-on-stamps.ch/pdf-archiv/
For information regarding Swiss Post's services and operations you would do well to visit their news pages on the
website: https://www.post.ch/en/about-us/news/newsroom
My initial skim through the “newsroom” pages revealed several fascinating items on topics as diverse as Swiss
Post's vehicle fleet, its recycling methods, trials of drones and a self-driving Smart Shuttle and the recent
renovation of the interior of the historic Sihlpost central post office building in Zürich. All this, as well as the most
up-to-date information on SwissPost's delivery services and charges.
SMALL-AD

EDITOR

I mistakenly ordered 2 sets of SwissPost's recently issued new product – the 5xC5 postal stationery envelopes,
each with a different illustration and imprinted CHF1.00 stamp design featuring emojis. Ideal for your
children/grandchildren's collection! If anyone would like my spare set, let me know and I will send it to you for
£3.50 incl. postage and packing (first come, first served). P.S. Small ads like this are always welcome for
publication!
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ABPS NEWS
The schedule of reports of philatelic societies' displays in the Spring 2018 edition includes Bob Medland's
informative report on our Southern Group's meeting at Whaddon in October 2017. I also noted:
'Switzerland's Pro Juventute stamps 1913 – 1985' by Andy Napier/Terry Woods of Lanarkshire PS (to Dundee and
District PS.
'Stamp-issuing International Organisations' (ILO, UPU, L of N, UN, etc.) by Len Stanway of Basildon PS (to
Chelmsford and District PS)
'Catapult Mail' (incl. first and last flights of the service operated by North German Lloyd Line) by Bob Larg to
Bromley and Beckenham PS
Some Sperati forgeries turned up in a display of 'Newfoundland' by Ray Stephenson of Bridlington PS (shown to
Harrogate PS).
'Revenue Stamps' by Chris Harman to Basildon PS – British and Irish examples incl. Court and guildhall fees, life
policies, money drafts and receipts. He pointed out that in the 18 th and 19th Centuries you might be taxed for
purchasing wallpaper, dice, gloves, hair powder, horse hire, turnpike road tolls and medicine and private
banknotes had to bear printed tax stamps. So perhaps Switzerland was not so unusual in its enthusiasm for
taxation of so many aspects of life!
Two presentations of 'Liechtenstein' (incl. a Zeppelin cover, philatelic bureau christmas cards to customers and
first stamps of 1912) by Finn Donoghue of Luton PS (showing to Huntigdonshire PS) and Frank Soutar of Falkirk PS.
Perhaps we should revive interest amongst our members in Switzerland's “postal cousins”: 'Liechtenstein'. The
former British Liechtenstein Society used to provide material for our Newsletter. If there are any members
interested in this subject please let the Secretary/Editor know and he/I will put them in touch with each other,
perhaps with a view to them meeting up.
NEWS FROM THE SWISS RAILWAYS SOCIETY
This Society (SRS) has published a new book by Martin Fisher entitled 'The Swiss Lakes Their Scenery and Ships'
(A4 134 pages, 400 colour illustrations). They have also issued revised and updated versions of their two books on
'Swiss Narrow Gauge – North and East and South and West'. A second edition of Martin Fisher's 'Swiss Postbuses'
with many new illustrations is expected in the Autumn. Also, Bradt's Travel Guides have published the sixth
edition of Alan Lambert's 'Switzerland: A Guide to Exploring the Country by Public Transport' (396 pages, some
colour photographs and many maps) which the SRS's book reviewer describes as “the standard work on travelling
around Switzerland by public transport”. Further information from Glyn Jones, SRS Sales, 13, Welland Close,
Dalebrook, Winshill, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs DE15 OAG; E-mail: sales@swissrailsoc.org.uk. If ordering one of the
SRS's books you should mention that you are a member of the HPS. Members of the SRS can obtain a 25%
discount if they order the Bradt's Travel Guides' book direct from the publisher.
ANOTHER EVENT The major annual philatelic event, the 'Internationale Briefmarkenborse Sindelfingen', will take
place this year on 25th - 27th October in the Sindelfingener Messehalle on the edge of this attractive town in the
south-west of Germany.

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•
Liechtenstein also available.
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